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Abstract 

Four piston-cylinder units (PCUs) have been established to be a set of primary gas pressure 

standards at NIMT, in the moment. They are the PCUs with nominal effective area of 20 cm
2
 

(serial no. 409), 9.8 cm
2
 (serial no. 693 and 0375) and 3.4 cm

2
 (serial no. TL-1528). Most of 

them are manufactured by DH Instruments except the last one (TL-1528) by Ruska. The 

effective areas of the two PCUs (409 and 693) were determined from their dimensional 

characteristics. A 3-dimensional data describing the geometry of piston-cylinder assemblies, 

based on the least-squares method, was applied. It allows the results of diameter-, straightness- 

and roundness measurements to be linked with each other, with only minimum discrepancies 

between them. Then a cross-float method was applied to determine the effective area ratios for 

all matched to each other. Therefore, six effective area ratios were obtained from the cross-float 

measurements. After that, the synchronised effective areas and their uncertainties were 

determined by using the least-squares method, which shows the best agreement with the 

dimensional effective areas and with the effective area ratios obtained by the cross-float 

measurements. Finally, the effective areas of the NIMT’s primary gas pressure balances with the 

relative standard uncertainties (at k = 1) varied from 3.1 to 6.0×10
-6

 could be obtained. 
Keywords: piston-cylinder unit, dimensional effective area, effective area ratio, cross-float 

measurement, synchronized effective area 

1. Introduction    
Nowadays many national metrology institutes use a piston-cylinder unit (PCU) as the primary 

pressure standard. The effective area of piston-cylinder assemblies which are used as primary 

pressure standards in pressure balances is usually determined from the dimensional properties of 

the pistons and cylinders by means of Dadson’s theory [1]. 

This is the first time of NIMT pressure laboratory in establishment of the primary standards. 

Normally, the NIMT’s standards are transferred to the pressure laboratory of PTB. They are sent 

to calibrate at PTB every 5 years.  

In this paper, the process used in establishment of the primary standards is summarised.  

2. Effective area from dimensional measurements 

To determine the dimensional effective area it is necessary to know the dimensional 

characteristic of piston and cylinder precisely. Then, two PCUs of our primary standards (409 

and 693) were sent to calibrate their dimensional properties at PTB. Then, the radii of piston and 

cylinder for all measured points were defined by using the least-squares method [2] and the “LS-

Cylinder” [3]. Finally, the effective areas for both PCUs were calculated applying the Dadson’s 

theory. The dimensional effective areas with their combined uncertainties for the two PCUs are 

given in Table 1. 

Table 1: The dimensional effective areas (Adi) and their uncertainties at k = 1 �uAdi=	u(Adi)/Adi] 

PCU No. Adi (cm
2
) uAdi×10

6
 

409 19.610512 1.9 

693   9.805273 4.1 
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3. Effective area ratios from cross-float measurements 

The experiment was done in the controlled temperature room 20 ± 1 °C. It was operated in 

gauge mode with clean nitrogen. A differential pressure method was applied in measurements.  

There are totally six pairs of comparison. All of the cross-float results and their combined 

uncertainties are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Cross-float ratios of the effective areas (Rij=A0i/A0j) and their combined uncertainties 

�uRij=	u�Rij�/Rij], according to a guideline: EURAMET cg 3 [4] 

PCUi / PCUj Rij uRij×10
6
 

409/693 1.9999961 5.1 

409/0375 2.0000224 5.4 

409/TL-1528 5.8422642 5.7 

693/0375 1.0000139 4.8 

693/TL-1528 2.9211450 5.8 

0375/TL-1528 2.9211132 8.6 

4. Determination of the synchronised effective areas 

The synchronised effective areas, which show the best agreement with the dimensional effective 

areas and with the effective area ratios obtained from the cross-float measurements, were 

determined using the criterion of the minimum sum of squared weighted deviations between Ai 

and Adi as well as between ratios Ai/Aj and Rij. The synchronised effective areas and their 

combined uncertainties for the four PCUs of NIMT primary standards are given in Table 3. 

Table 3: The synchronised effective areas (Ai) and their combined uncertainties at k = 1 

[uAi= u(Ai)/Ai] 

PCU No. Ai (cm
2
) uAi×10

6
 

409 19.610510 3.1 

693   9.805278 5.0 

0375   9.805148 5.7 

TL-1528   3.356657 6.0 

5. Conclusion 

Now, the establishment of the primary gas pressure standards of NIMT is already finished. The 

effective areas of the NIMT’s primary gas pressure balances with the relative standard 

uncertainties (at k = 1) varied from 3.1 to 6.0×10
-6

 could be obtained as reported in Table 4. 

These values will be transferred to the others PCUs of NIMT’s standards. 
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